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Ostomate Adjustment FormulaeOstomate Adjustment Formulae

The TrinityThe Trinity
ASS + SPD + PPPASS + SPD + PPP
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AbstractAbstract

Ostomy = crisis of image & functionOstomy = crisis of image & function

ASS = appliance skin stomaASS = appliance skin stoma

SPD = stomal plane dynamicsSPD = stomal plane dynamics

PPP = preferred pouch profilePPP = preferred pouch profile

∑∑ {ASS + SPD + PPP} = happy ostomate{ASS + SPD + PPP} = happy ostomate
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GlossaryGlossary

Appliance = ostomy Appliance = ostomy prosthesisprosthesis or pouchor pouch

Skin = Skin = chronicchronic concern of ostomatesconcern of ostomates

Stoma = Stoma = dynamicdynamic endpoint of GI & GU tractsendpoint of GI & GU tracts

Ptosis = Ptosis = sagsag or prolapse of organ or pouchor prolapse of organ or pouch

Topography = map of skin Topography = map of skin contourscontours
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Raison d'êtreRaison d'être
My intent is not to My intent is not to 
preach to the choir.preach to the choir.

Hopefully, what I offer Hopefully, what I offer 
is new or of value to is new or of value to 
the majority here.the majority here.

Stop me if I am boring Stop me if I am boring 
you you -- I can readily I can readily 
switch gears and switch gears and 
topics.topics.
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Ostomy Identity CrisisOstomy Identity Crisis

StomaStoma

ExcretaExcreta

PathologyPathology

Surgical techniqueSurgical technique

Amputated sphincterAmputated sphincter

PrePre--existing factorsexisting factors

SkinSkin

New toiletingNew toileting

ColorColor--odorodor--texturetexture

Ostomy justified?Ostomy justified?

Function/sex outcomeFunction/sex outcome

Mourning lossMourning loss

Expectations afterExpectations after

Chronic managementChronic management
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ASSASS

Use it Use it -- Don’t Just Sit On It!Don’t Just Sit On It!
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ASSASS
You can not apply an You can not apply an applianceappliance without thewithout the
skinskin upon which it rests.upon which it rests.

Nor can you have a Nor can you have a stomastoma without the skin without the skin 
surface upon which it is placed.surface upon which it is placed.

Because of the inseparable relationship Because of the inseparable relationship 
between them, one needs to appreciate between them, one needs to appreciate 
how tenuous the balance of power & how tenuous the balance of power & 
influence each holds over the other.influence each holds over the other.
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ASSASS

1983 2001
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SPD SPD (the heart of the matter)(the heart of the matter)

Stomal Plane DynamicsStomal Plane Dynamics

Dedicated to Peggy FeliceDedicated to Peggy Felice--Sunwoo, who  Sunwoo, who  

collaborated with me in developing this concept  collaborated with me in developing this concept  

during the decade of the 1980s.during the decade of the 1980s.
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ThemeTheme

ConformationConformation
matchesmatches

DeformationDeformation
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ObjectivesObjectives (formal)(formal)

Develop a conceptual construct Develop a conceptual construct 
that explains the topography that explains the topography 
and movement and movement dynamicsdynamics that that 
affect the peristomal zone, and affect the peristomal zone, and 
their impacts upon pouching their impacts upon pouching 
choices and management.choices and management.
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ObjectivesObjectives (informal)(informal)

Wrestling with gaposisWrestling with gaposis

Understanding skin contours, stomal Understanding skin contours, stomal 
construct, movement dynamics & construct, movement dynamics & 
concaveconcave--convex issues i.e., the convex issues i.e., the 
deform/conformdeform/conform match upmatch up

Applying useful heuristicsApplying useful heuristics
Integrating ASS and SPD and PPPIntegrating ASS and SPD and PPP
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A Play on WordsA Play on Words

““D” wordsD” words
•• deformdeform

•• dog eardog ear

•• dipdip--defectdefect

•• deepdeep--dimpledimple

•• dentdent--divotdivot

•• depressiondepression

•• detourdetour

•• dynamicdynamic

““C” wordsC” words
•• conformconform

•• concaveconcave-- convexconvex

•• creasecrease--crevicecrevice

•• cambercamber--comportcomport

•• convolutedconvoluted

•• compressioncompression

•• contourcontour

•• compliantcompliant
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SPDSPD
No stomal plane or zone is without No stomal plane or zone is without 
movement activity, unless you’re dead.movement activity, unless you’re dead.

The topography or surface of the The topography or surface of the 
peristomal zone is influenced by stomal peristomal zone is influenced by stomal 
peristalsis, abdominal wall make up and peristalsis, abdominal wall make up and 
bending (torso) activities.bending (torso) activities.

MovementMovement--induced changes contribute to induced changes contribute to 
pouching mishaps.pouching mishaps.
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SPD SPD QUESTIONSQUESTIONS

How does peristaltic stoma movement How does peristaltic stoma movement 
influence adjacent skin planes?influence adjacent skin planes?

How do body positioning & movement How do body positioning & movement 
affect the stomal plane?affect the stomal plane?

What are the kinetics of body tissue as What are the kinetics of body tissue as 
they relate to stomal plane dynamics?they relate to stomal plane dynamics?
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SPDSPD -- handily illustratedhandily illustrated

Movement dynamics easily and readily Movement dynamics easily and readily 
illustrated by using the palm of one’s handillustrated by using the palm of one’s hand
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Stomal Plane DynamicsStomal Plane Dynamics

No stomal plane is without No stomal plane is without 
movementmovement activity activity -- there is a there is a 
continual state of shifting tension continual state of shifting tension 
lines along the skin plane and lines along the skin plane and 
between the apposed surfaces of between the apposed surfaces of 
the skin, stoma and topical agents.the skin, stoma and topical agents.
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Stomal Plane DynamicsStomal Plane Dynamics

Aside from the movement dynamics, Aside from the movement dynamics, 
there exist the there exist the chemistrychemistry of the skin of the skin 
and the interactions of topical and the interactions of topical 
interfaces.interfaces.

In addition, we also find In addition, we also find mechanicalmechanical
forces and forces and topographicaltopographical contours contours 
challenging interface integrity.challenging interface integrity.
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Stomal Plane DynamicsStomal Plane Dynamics

In effect, a complex landscape unfolds In effect, a complex landscape unfolds 
challenging straightforward routines and challenging straightforward routines and 
calling into question the merits of calling into question the merits of 
formulaic principles. formulaic principles. 

Heuristics, based on extensive & careful Heuristics, based on extensive & careful 
anecdotal experiences, may be the best anecdotal experiences, may be the best 
guide for approaching successful guide for approaching successful 
pouching outcomes.pouching outcomes.
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ObjectivesObjectives (informal)(informal)

Wrestling with gaposisWrestling with gaposis
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ObjectivesObjectives (informal)(informal)

Wrestling with gaposisWrestling with gaposis
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ObjectivesObjectives (informal)(informal)

Wrestling with gaposisWrestling with gaposis
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Wrestling with herniaWrestling with hernia
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Pertaining to herniasPertaining to hernias
re: Maingot.  Abdominal Operations, 7th ed.., vol. 1, 1980, p. 7re: Maingot.  Abdominal Operations, 7th ed.., vol. 1, 1980, p. 7..

““ Lengthy paraLengthy para--rectal incisions through the linea rectal incisions through the linea 
semilunaris are particularly maleficent as the cut semilunaris are particularly maleficent as the cut 
passes at right angles to the course of the motor passes at right angles to the course of the motor 
nerves supplying the rectus muscle, inevitably nerves supplying the rectus muscle, inevitably 
severing many of them, with the result that the severing many of them, with the result that the 
rectus muscle and in certain cases even the rectus muscle and in certain cases even the 
adjacent portions of the large flat abdominal adjacent portions of the large flat abdominal 
muscles become partially or wholly paralyzed, muscles become partially or wholly paralyzed, 
then waste, thin out and bulge. . . resulting in a then waste, thin out and bulge. . . resulting in a 
hernia of varying proportions.”hernia of varying proportions.”
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QuestionsQuestions
How do suturing material & technique How do suturing material & technique 
affect landscape ?affect landscape ?

Why & how often round  vs. oval stomas ?Why & how often round  vs. oval stomas ?

Why & how often stenosis ?Why & how often stenosis ?

Why & how often retraction ?Why & how often retraction ?

Why are some stomas more swollen than Why are some stomas more swollen than 
others ? others ? 
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QuestionsQuestions
Why do some barriers irritate moreso than Why do some barriers irritate moreso than 
others ?others ?

ICD vs. ACD ?ICD vs. ACD ?

How to decide rigid vs. flexible selection ?How to decide rigid vs. flexible selection ?

Why does scratching cause a skin flare ?Why does scratching cause a skin flare ?

Why not a universal approach to stoma Why not a universal approach to stoma 
siting, construction & management ?siting, construction & management ?
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A really loaded questionA really loaded question

Are ETs enablers?Are ETs enablers?
“I think we have spoiled surgeons “I think we have spoiled surgeons -- we we 

just manage with the messes they just manage with the messes they 
make and they make us somehow make and they make us somehow 
responsible when patients  have responsible when patients  have 
pouching issues with bad stomas.”pouching issues with bad stomas.”

Joann E. Dudley, RN, MS, CPNP, CWOCNJoann E. Dudley, RN, MS, CPNP, CWOCN (WOCN Ostomy Forum)(WOCN Ostomy Forum)
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Another loaded questionAnother loaded question

How many ETs are in the How many ETs are in the 
operating theater when operating theater when 
stomas are being stomas are being 
created or attended to?created or attended to?
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Another loaded questionAnother loaded question

Do you think it likely poor Do you think it likely poor 
stoma outcomes would stoma outcomes would 
continue at the same rate if continue at the same rate if 
ETs were present in the O.R. ETs were present in the O.R. 
at the time of their creation?at the time of their creation?
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The interface:The interface:
Mucocutaneous (MMucocutaneous (M--C) JunctionC) Junction

key zone of influencekey zone of influence

critical  1/2” radius from stomacritical  1/2” radius from stoma

wet zone ! ! !wet zone ! ! !
Parallax error risk Parallax error risk -- margin of margin of 
safety/accommodation when sizing & safety/accommodation when sizing & 
fitting fitting -- how much ?how much ?
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The interface: The interface: Dynamic forcesDynamic forces

stoma induced effects upon mstoma induced effects upon m--c junction:c junction:
•• peristalsis peristalsis -- anatomy  &  physiology anatomy  &  physiology 

considerationsconsiderations
•• slipslip--sliding stomas (trombone/slinky effect)sliding stomas (trombone/slinky effect)
•• effluent  effluent  -- slippery, sticky, liquid, pasty,  hardslippery, sticky, liquid, pasty,  hard
•• swelling, shrinking, retraction, prolapse, swelling, shrinking, retraction, prolapse, 

separation, etc...separation, etc...

structural changes structural changes -- hernias, pregnancy,  hernias, pregnancy,  
obesity, etc....obesity, etc....
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The interface: The interface: Stoma constructionStoma construction
-- short, long, round, oval, end, loop short, long, round, oval, end, loop --
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The interface:The interface:
Vector forces Vector forces -- variable direction & magnitudevariable direction & magnitude
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The interface:The interface:
Other forces & variablesOther forces & variables

body morphology & forces:body morphology & forces:

endoendo
mesomeso

ectoecto
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The interface:The interface:
Other forces & variablesOther forces & variables

externalexternal
•• pouch/wafer, clothing, work, lifestyle, weather, pouch/wafer, clothing, work, lifestyle, weather, 

etc.etc.

iatrogeniciatrogenic
•• pouching rituals pouching rituals -- potty rituals potty rituals -- sleep rituals sleep rituals -- etc. . .etc. . .

•• Caretaker ritualsCaretaker rituals

chemicalchemical
•• cleansers, preps, adhesives, caulks, tapes,  etc.cleansers, preps, adhesives, caulks, tapes,  etc.
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The interface: The interface: 
Wider perimeter zoneWider perimeter zone

topographical undulationstopographical undulations

working together or pulling apartworking together or pulling apart
•• competing vector forces competing vector forces 

•• visualize “bullseye”  or landscape visualize “bullseye”  or landscape 
contours when viewing the  contours when viewing the  
peristomal zoneperistomal zone
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Landscape contoursLandscape contours
Crease planeCrease plane

Deformable Deformable 
abdominal wallabdominal wall

variable variable 
conformability conformability 
based on wall based on wall 
thickness and thickness and 
supplenesssuppleness

Gilles
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Landscape contoursLandscape contours
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Landscape contoursLandscape contours
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Landscape contoursLandscape contours
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Landscape contoursLandscape contours
Mixed contour planesMixed contour planes

mixed tension planesmixed tension planes

Competing tension & Competing tension & 
compression forcescompression forces

concaveconcave

convexconvex

ovaloval

flushflush Shimada
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Landscape contoursLandscape contours
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Landscape contoursLandscape contours
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Landscape contoursLandscape contours
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Landscape contoursLandscape contours
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Raison d'être Raison d'être -- revisitedrevisited

Remember, my Remember, my 
intent is not to intent is not to 
preach to the preach to the 
choir.choir.

Shall I continue?Shall I continue?
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Deformable tissue behaviorDeformable tissue behavior

deformation & motion deformation & motion -- force conceptsforce concepts

abdominal wall structure variablesabdominal wall structure variables

torso motion variablestorso motion variables

internal deformation variablesinternal deformation variables

external deformation variablesexternal deformation variables

inhomogeneity of biological tissuesinhomogeneity of biological tissues

inhomogeneity of artifactsinhomogeneity of artifacts
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Deformable tissue behaviorDeformable tissue behavior
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Range of deformable behaviorsRange of deformable behaviors

RigidRigid--non deformable non deformable -- bony prominencesbony prominences

ElasticElastic--absence of permanent deformationabsence of permanent deformation

PlasticPlastic--permanent deformation permanent deformation -- scarsscars

ViscousViscous--fluid property resistance to flow or fluid property resistance to flow or 
an internal resistance to motionan internal resistance to motion

ViscoelasticViscoelastic--property of musclesproperty of muscles

Role of fat layers?Role of fat layers?
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Art Art -- versus versus -- Science,Science, for now...for now...

Because the peristomal zone is a complex web of Because the peristomal zone is a complex web of 
variable forces, behaviors and contours, it is not variable forces, behaviors and contours, it is not 
surprising that mastering the decision making surprising that mastering the decision making 
processes that assure correct product selection processes that assure correct product selection 
and utilization is more an art than a science.and utilization is more an art than a science.

ETs are not currently expected to master the ETs are not currently expected to master the 
mathematical and physical principles underlying mathematical and physical principles underlying 
deformable behavior.  Therefore, reliance upon deformable behavior.  Therefore, reliance upon 
anecdotal experience remains useful.anecdotal experience remains useful.
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SPD: Heuristics (rules of thumb)SPD: Heuristics (rules of thumb)

Appositional Appositional 
continuity is goalcontinuity is goal

convexity beneficialconvexity beneficial

rigid > flexible wafer rigid > flexible wafer 

key zone = 1/2” radius key zone = 1/2” radius 
from stoma edgefrom stoma edge

erosion erosion fromfrom stomastoma

skin is chronic skin is chronic 
management concernmanagement concern

skinskin--wafer interface:wafer interface:
•• adhesion onlyadhesion only

•• adhesion & pressureadhesion & pressure

•• pressure onlypressure only

peristomal area is a peristomal area is a 
dynamic zonedynamic zone

mm--c junction is a wet c junction is a wet 
zonezone

longer  wear timelonger  wear time
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PPPPPP

Preferred Pouch ProfilePreferred Pouch Profile
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PPP:PPP: pouches unladenpouches unladen
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PPP:PPP: pouch ptosis pouch ptosis -- 150 cc150 cc
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PPP:PPP: compare ptosis compare ptosis -- 150 cc150 cc
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PPP:PPP: ptosisptosis

Overall size and design of pouches, as well Overall size and design of pouches, as well 
as choice of pouch wall material, will as choice of pouch wall material, will 
influence the tendency for pouches to influence the tendency for pouches to 
deform under load and present a bulging, deform under load and present a bulging, 
drooping and misshapen appearance.drooping and misshapen appearance.

There has been a tendency toward using There has been a tendency toward using 
flimsy plastic pouch wall materials, and flimsy plastic pouch wall materials, and 
this is inappropriate.this is inappropriate.
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PPP:PPP: peekpeek--aa--boo seriesboo series
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PPP: volume reduction trend PPP: volume reduction trend 
contributes to ptosiscontributes to ptosis

Hollister pouch volume comparisons:Hollister pouch volume comparisons:

(pre 1997) (pre 1997) 770770 ml to (post 1997) ml to (post 1997) 625625 mlml
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PPP:PPP: manufacturers’ bizarre logicmanufacturers’ bizarre logic

““Since we recommend the pouch be Since we recommend the pouch be 
drained when the pouch is drained when the pouch is 
between 1/3 and 1/2 full, the between 1/3 and 1/2 full, the 
resultant pouch volume resultant pouch volume 
[[reductionreduction] change was ] change was 
determined to be acceptable for determined to be acceptable for 
most users.”most users.”
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PPP:PPP: unintended consequencesunintended consequences

Decreased pouch capacity contributes to:Decreased pouch capacity contributes to:

•• increased pouch ptosisincreased pouch ptosis

•• increased pouch emptying cyclesincreased pouch emptying cycles

•• increased ostomate toileting anxietyincreased ostomate toileting anxiety

•• increased threat to pouch/wafer seal,  increased threat to pouch/wafer seal,  

i.e., PPP adversely affecting SPDi.e., PPP adversely affecting SPD
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PPP PPP = = preferred pouch profilepreferred pouch profile

Deform / conform conflict anewDeform / conform conflict anew

“The ability of the pouch walls to “The ability of the pouch walls to 
remain slim in appearance or not remain slim in appearance or not 
bulge out too readily when under bulge out too readily when under 
load from the collecting effluent.”load from the collecting effluent.”



Happy OstomateHappy Ostomate

∑∑ {ASS + SPD + PPP}{ASS + SPD + PPP}
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Faith in Trinity Faith in Trinity 
RestoredRestored
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The Weavers: 1980sThe Weavers: 1980s
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